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Abstract— The goal of the equipment which is proposed for research and developed in an experimental version is to associate a typical WSN (wireless sensor networks) node architecture with the UPnP services architecture, in order use TCP/IP and WEB technologies to manage sensor networks without a specific configuration. The sensor management software architecture uses UPnP and WSN technologies and allows interactions between UPnP Control Points and wireless sensors networked in the ambient environment. Even if the sensor devices are embedded systems with limited resources, the proposed software package allows direct interactions with UPnP services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The document wireless sensor networking is one of the most essential technologies about acquiring and processing information. The recently research of wireless sensor networks touch upon the technology of service discovery. Service discovery protocols enable service providers to advertise capabilities to potential clients, while also providing to clients and service providers a means for entering into relationship. Service Location Protocol (SLP), Bluetooth’s Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) or Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) are protocols addressing service discovery [1]. This paper discusses two main aspects regarding the wireless sensor networking technology: first, the implementation of a wireless with embedded architecture using TinyOS operation system [2] that offers specific facilities for integration in a sensor network as an Intelligent Sensor Network Node and second, the analysis of the mechanisms for service and resource discovery, using UPnP protocol. UPnP developed by Microsoft [3], is designed to bring easy-to-use standards-based connectivity to ad-hoc or unmanaged networks whether at home, in a small business, public spaces, or attached to the Internet. UPnP supports invisible networking and automatic discovery for a breadth of device categories from a wide range of vendors. This means a device can dynamically join a network, obtain an IP address, advertise its capabilities and learn about the presence and capabilities of other devices. UPnP technology enables data communication between any two devices under the command of any control device on the network and aims to provide secure connections. So, the device proposed in this paper is part of a highly performing communication system that aims to combine message processing procedures with signal processing procedures and multi-point transmission organisation. It can represent the best solution for closely coupling enterprise systems and tiny wireless sensor nodes that are embedded into physical items.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTELLIGENT SENSOR NETWORK NODE

A. Requirements

The specific requirements for an Intelligent Sensor Network Node (ISSN) particular hardware and software architecture can differ depending on the application:

• A large-area low-density sensor network deployment will require a more powerful radio than a short range indoor or on-the-body sensor application.

• Applications where high data rates and complex signal processing functions are required will benefit from a more powerful signal processor.

• Sensors and associated sensor electronics will vary from application to application.

• For some applications the power can be provided by an appropriate primary battery, whereas others call for a complete power management system that can scavenge energy from the environment.

B. Hardware architecture

ISSN is realized on the principle of co-design [4]. It has 6 input channels, each channel having a DAC on 10 bits. Data are processed by Atmel Atmega 128 microcontroller with 128 KB Flash memory. The data transmission/receiving is realized with Chipcon CC1000 radio module. The device has also an external flash memory of 512KB utilized to store the data when the connection with the base station is not available.
data acquisition is realized with MTS510CA device. The ISNN module can be connected at a PC by a dedicate MIB510CA serial interface, so realizing a bridge between this PC and the sensors placed in the environment. The block scheme of the hardware structure is shown in Fig. 1.

C. Software architecture

The ISNN software architecture responds to the requirements of the software framework of the whole network. The components of the framework provide the functionality of single sensors, sensor nodes, and the whole sensor network. According to these components, applications are classified into sensor applications, node applications and network applications [5]. The software implemented on ISNN corresponds to the first two levels (see Fig. 2).

D. TinyOS design

In TinyOS, we have chosen an event model so that high levels of concurrency can be handled in a very small amount of space. Tiny-OS provides mechanisms (events and components) to statically define linking between layers. The predefined definition of needed instances at compile time prevents from dynamical memory allocation at runtime. Tiny-OS supports the execution of multiple threads and provides a variety of additional extensions like the database TinyDB for cooperative data acquisition [7]. The complete system configuration consists of a tiny scheduler and a graph of components. A component has four interrelated parts: a set of command handlers, a set of event handlers, an encapsulated fixed-size frame, and a bundle of simple tasks. Tasks, commands, and handlers execute in the context of the frame and operate on its state. Commands are non-blocking requests made to lower level components. Tasks allow us to simulate concurrency within each component, since they execute asynchronously with respect to events.

E. Dedicated UPnP-Based Sensor Network Management Architecture

In UPnP technology, the control point is the entity in the network that works with the services provided by UPnP devices [8]. In our approach, the control point is a device to control and manage a sensor network using the services provided by an ISSN, which can be considered also an UPnP device that has enough powerful resources to compute UPnP protocol. This base node uses bridge architecture for communication between the sensor network and control point. Finally, each sensor node is a non-UPnP device which has sensing capabilities. If the current sensor device does not have
sufficient resources to be able to process the UPnP protocol, the control point and ISSN communicate with each other using UPnP protocol. On the other hand, non-UPnP sensor devices and ISSN use sensor network specific protocol for communication. Consequently, ISSN must have the ability to know the list of services of the sensors through communicating with sensor nodes using sensor network proprietary protocol. The Service Manager has the following work flow: if a new ordinary (non-UPnP) sensor is added in the sensor network, it sends a service advertisement message to the service table manager. The service table manager adds the entry into the service table with a received message from the non-UPnP sensor devices. At this time, the control point receives an event notification message about the device addition through UPnP eventing. The control point can call the GetSensorDescription() action, one of the discovery services provided by ISSN, in order to get the description message based on XML related with the sensors. In addition, when a control point is added to the networks, the control point can request the description document for the nodes in the sensor network in which it has participated using the discovery service.

III. UPnP SERVICES FOR WSN

A. Service discovery in wireless sensor networks

Please The wireless sensor networks have several characteristics that set them apart from the classical wired and wireless networks. These differences make the large body of research in Service Discovery (SD) protocols, not directly applicable to WSN. One of the basic properties of the wireless sensor networks is their application specific nature. The nodes in a WSN cooperate together in order to jointly solve one or more clearly defined tasks or applications. This has a significant impact on the SD functionality that traditionally has to create a binding between the requested service/resource description and the Identification (ID) of the nodes in the network that provides such a service[9]. The semantic routing protocols that operate without globally unique IDs make such a direct binding unnecessary. Here the main task of the SD component would be to support the reconfiguration capability of the network and to build repositories of the available semantic attributes. These repositories will facilitate the cooperation between the nodes in the network and will support the interaction with the human operator and the interfacing with the external networks. Of course, there are some particular tasks in a WSN that require a centralized ID communication. Regardless of the ID-centric nature, the SD implementation has to be streamlined and should contribute to the overall energy-efficiency of the protocol stack. The number of generated messages is the main factor determining the scalability of the protocol. Thus, every attempt should be made to reduce it. The tight integration between the routing and the SD functionality has been suggested as a promising approach to this end. The sharing of the available state information and the lowered control overhead can significantly increase the scalability of the implementation making it appropriate for the resource constrained WSN setting.

B. Features of the UPnP architecture

UPnP is a dedicated architecture for point to point interconnection of intelligent devices, wireless devices or different kind of computers. UPnP define a set of protocols that allow the access of the devices in the network without a special configuration procedure. The UPnP stack has 6 levels: (1) Device Addressing, (2) Device Discovery, (3) Device Description, (4) Action Invocation, (5) Event Messaging and (6) Presentation (see table 1).

| TABLE I |
| THE UPNP MULTILEVEL ARCHITECTURE |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 - Control</th>
<th>4 - Eventing</th>
<th>5 - Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 - Description</td>
<td>1 - Discovery</td>
<td>0 - Addressing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The levels 0,1 and 2 are mandatory, while the levels 3, 4 and 5 are optional.

Once a device is added in the network, its description becomes visible for all the control points, together with the available services. The information is presented in a XML document. The control points can invoke an action on the device by sending a message towards an URL contained in the device description. As one can see the UPnP network has two components. The first component is the UPnP device point having the role of a server; the second component is the UPnP Control Point which can control all the devices interconnected in the UPnP network. The following features characterize the UPnP stack levels.

Addressing. Each device must have a client DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), which search for a DHCP server when the device is introduced for the first time in the network. If there is no available DHCP server, the device must use Auto IP to obtain an IP address from a set of reserved addresses.

Discovery. When an UPnP device is added in the network, the UPnP protocol allows publishing the services that it can offer to the control point. In a similar way, it allows to a new added control point to search the UPnP networked devices.

Description. For each service, the description contains a list off the commands (actions) specified by the list of the arguments and their type and also the list of variables, specified by type, value domain and event characteristics.

Control. The control messages are expressed in XML using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) protocol. As a response, the service will return a value that defines the invoked action.

Eventing. Each service will publish the changes of the state
variables, while the control points who have subscribed will receive the event messages containing the variables name and their current values. These messages are expressed in XML format using the General Event Notification Architecture (GENA) protocol.

Presentation. If the device has a presentation URL, then the control point will obtain the page from this browser and according to the page capabilities, will visualize or control the status of the device.

C. Implementing services from an enterprise system on the wireless sensor node

In the last years, we have seen an increased engagement to electronically support industrial processes that involve physical items. In many cases it is necessary to relocate process tasks from the back-end enterprise system (BES) onto the items. The execution of these tasks is delegated to physically embedded systems (PES), implemented as tiny, embedded devices, which are directly attached to the items. The following benefits can be obtained [10]: scaling, because the relocation of process tasks will unload the BES from processing data streams coming from each single item; real-time activities (for example, alerts can be raised locally at the point of incidence where immediate action is required; increased degree of freedom, because the process of relocation is designed, initiated and controlled by the BES. With wireless sensor network platforms, sufficient PESs are already available.

Figure 3 outlines a service-based scenario in WSN. We assume the software running on each network node is organized as a set of services. Middleware components create so-called service proxies, which are run-time representations of the embedded services that the BES can access. Three possible ways of using data from service proxies are shown: real-time data to support the execution of one unique process task (U1), parts of a process that can be relocated to the PES (U2) or a choice of which process task to execute next if more than one option is available (U3).

BES utilizing UPnP interfaces. UPnP is standardized and is specifically designed to enable a service-oriented architecture for embedded systems. The UPnP model of state variables supports the communication with the sensor nodes by generic primitives like state queries. Events from the sensor network, e.g., an alert due to a hazardous situation, can be directly supported by UPnP’s GENA event system through subscriptions and notification on the state variables.

IV. A Case Study

A. Design of a Server C# Application

This application written in C# language is a bridge between the sensors from a wireless network and the UPnP control points. The software architecture of the application, shown in figure 4, is a modular one. The communication module ensures a serial or TCP (Serial Forwarder) sensor connection. The module is implemented in a PortConnection class and has two constructors. The first constructor is used to initialize a serial connection, the second to open a TCP/IP connection.

Figure 5 shows how to invoke a remote command on a wireless sensor.
The action invoked by a Control Point is changed in a TosMsg message send to the destination sensor. The commands get (to obtain a parameter value) and set (to modify a parameter value) are called from the set of defined calls, which are blocking calls.

B. Design of algorithms for service discovery and binding

Discovery protocols are needed to operate in an environment where no static configuration at any level exists. We propose a full protocol stack addressing (PSA) architecture related to the construction and maintenance of an ad-hoc network specifically formed to access a named service. Each node establishes its local service directory dynamically by collecting information from its data link neighbors. No intermediary centralized lookup services are needed. The model consists of a set of mobiles acting either as client or server, and a set of valid services on which clients can make requests. PSA architecture is a protocol stack operating at three interacting layers to accommodate access to general purpose network in a highly mobile dynamic ad-hoc environment. The lifetime of the ad-hoc network is the duration of the client-server interaction. The network is terminated after the service is used. Mobile nodes dynamically establish routes among themselves to form a multihop network. Service binding is delayed until the service request is made. The protocol stack supports network layer addressing and routing as well as service lookup and binding using descriptive names with the assumption that no static component at any level exist. PSA is composed of the following layers:

- Data link layer; a standard wireless data link such as 802.11.
- PSA layer; designed above a standard data link to establish and maintain session networks between client and server nodes. Three interacting software components are operating together in this layer. Session Manager (SM) provides a descriptive naming interface to the application; Service Agent (SA) handles service related issues. It deals with service tracking and delayed binding. Routing Agent (RA) routes packets to an appropriate next hop using a route maintenance and optimization algorithm embedded in the service description model. All PSA packets are forwarded to the Communication Agent (CA) which passes them to the wireless link interface.
- Application Layer; mobile client and server applications developed using PSA Interface for named services.

Two types of services are defined by the architecture: non interactive services which only require best effort delivery from the network for the client data to be delivered to the node running the service and interactive services, which require reliable delivery of the packets and therefore a retransmission scheme is needed. In the architecture, services are defined and represented as eXtensible Markup Language (XML) instances that conform to an XML Schema, designed to specify structure and content of the instances. XML provides a flexible, easy to parse, structured text-only format to access data efficiently.

V. Conclusions

The device proposed in this paper is part of a highly performing communication system that aims to combine message processing procedures with signal processing procedures and multi-point transmission organisation. The sensor management software architecture uses UPnP and WSN technologies and allows interactions between UPnP Control Points (in software applications supported by PCs, PDAs or Smart Phones) and wireless sensors networked in the ambient environment. Even if the sensor devices are embedded systems with limited resources, the proposed software package allows direct interactions with UPnP services.

The proposed ISNN architecture differs from previous work in being based explicitly on a hardware/software co-design approach supporting the deployment of novel programming language constructs directly onto the hardware in order to improve optimization. We are currently completing feasibility studies on the components of our proposed architecture, prior to initial development work. Our immediate research challenges are to determine appropriate abstractions for the construction and deployment of the embedded systems architecture from hardware and software perspectives. We intend to evaluate our work against a range of applications in order to check the qualities of individual dedicated solutions. Future research addresses in particular appropriate error handling and resolving strategies within the real time applications for critical technical problems occurring in the embedded sensor network. Finally, our goal is to build efficient tools for monitoring, management, and support for the whole service lifecycle from modeling and deployment to termination and removal.
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